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Abnrra This paper discusus the scope and goals of structural complexity theory. describes 
some wti,rkinF hypothcse of this &Id and summarizes (some) recent developments. 
Structural complexity theory is the study of the relations between various com- 
plexity classes and the global properties of individual complexity c!asses. It studies 
logical implications among certain unsolved problems about complexity classes, 
explores the power of various resource bounded reductions and the properties of 
the corresponding complete languages. It uses relativization to clarify the power uf 
different access mechanisms to information, to investigate possible relationships 
among complexity classes and to try to assess the difficulty of unsolved problems 
by contradictory relativizations. 
The goal of structural complexity theory is a thorough understanding of the 
relations between the various complexity classes and the internal structure of these 
complexity classes. 
During the last decade, structural complexity theory has emerged as a cohesive 
subfield of complexity theory with a rich set of interlocking problems and results. 
In particular, the last few years have been very productive and exciting [33,38,9-l I]. 
In the following, we describe some of these developments and their impact on 
structural complexity theory. 
2. Major complexity chsses 8ad biirarcbks 
We recall some definitions. Let P and NP denote the sets of languages accepted 
in deterministic and nondeterministic polynomial time, respectively. Clearly, P and 
NP are the dominant complexity classes In computer science and the P 1 NP question 
is the most famous open problem in our field. 
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80 1. Hudmonis 
The Polynomial Time Hierarchy, PH, is defined in terms of NP and is essential 
in the classification of problems with more complex logical structure than NP. 
.E;=L7,‘=A,P=P, 
Z:= NP, II;= coNP, A:= P, 
for i> 1, 
2_;= N+I, IIp=coZ;, A;= p”-I, 
PH=UH:. 
i -3 I 
Equivalently, this hierarchy can be defined (in analogy to the Kleene Hierarchy) 
in terms of polyosmih!ly bounded quantifiers and polynomial time computable 
predicates [40,45, 191. 
For example, 
LEZ! iff L={xI(3p~l)(Vp~~) R(x,_v,.~~)). 
where 3’, VP indicate that lengths of yI , yz (1 y,], 1 y& are polynomiaily bounded in 
Ix] and R(-;;) is a polynomial time computable predicate. 
Let SPACaL( and NSPACQL(n)J denote the sets of languages accepted by 
deterministic and nondeterministic L( n)-space bounded machkes, respectively. 
Let 
PSPACE = lJ SPACE[n’] and NPSPACE = U NSPACE[n’]. 
From Savitch’s result [37], 
strong belief that PZ NP. 
Let 
we know that NDSPACE = PSPACE, contrary to our 
and 
E= U TlME[2”], NE= u NTlME[S~] 
kzl La1 
ESPACE = U SPACE[Zk]. 
kzl 
Many important computational problems lie between NP and ZF. To obtain a 
“fine structure” of the problems in this range, two intertwined hierarchies have been 
defined. The Boolean Hierarchy, BH, is built up by Boolean operations on NP sets. 
BH(l)=NP, 
BH(2i) = { LI L = L, A & where L, E BH(2i - l), L;?E NP}, 
BH(Zi+I)={LI L= L,u L,where L,E BH(2i), L,ENP}, 
BH = U BH(k). 
La1 
RI 
For L, in NP, we obtain 
BH(l)=NP, BH(2) = {L, n L2} = Dp, 
BH(3) = {(L, A Ed u L-A BHt4) = {(( L, n EJ u L,) n LJ, _ . . 
The Query Hierarchy is defined in terms of the number of queries a p-time machine 
can make to SAT (or any NP complete problem). 
pArlmt is the set of languages accepted by deterministic polynomial time machines 
making no more than k queries to SAT. 
The Query Hierarchy, QH, is given by 
Qf, = u PF~~~~i_ 
A -I 
It can be shown that the two hierarchies, BH, and QH. ale intertwined and 
therefore BH is finite if and only if QH is finite [4-Y]. 
The importance of these hierarchi::s has been substantially enhanced by the recent 
proof that if BH for QH I is finite than so is PH [23,24]. Thus, by Working Hypothesis 
A t& stated later) we must assume that both of these hierarchies are infinite. We 
will return to these problems later. 
Finally, let PSrt’*“t denote the class of languages accepted by p-time machines 
with Oflog n) queries to SAT. This class contains many important optimization 
problems solvable by binary search method:. For example, maximal clique size in 
a graph, chromatic number fat graphs, etc. In the following, we ti;i see that this 
class also plays an important role in structural complexity work. 
The work in structural complexity theory proceeds under two working hypothesis. 
The first hypothesis is based on the strong conviction that P# NP and the more 
sweeping conjecture that PH is infinite. 
Work& Hypothesis A. Any assumption that implies that P = NP or that PH is fiitite 
is assumed to be false. 
The second hypothesis is derived from the fact that many problems in complexity 
theory have contradictory relativizations and that no (non-trivial) problems with 
double relativizations have been solved [ 12, 18 J. The classic example for such a 
relativization is the Eaker-Gill-Solovay [2] result that there exist recursive oracles 
A and B such that 
PA=NPA and PHfNPH. 
Clearly, this result indicates that the PZ NP problem cannot be solved by any 
proof techniques that relativite. This leads to our second hypothesis. 
Working Hypothesis B. Any ( :iaa-uiriid) pr~bitv~~ that has contradictory relativi- 
zatior,s is a very hard problem and cannot be solved with “current” techniques. 
In an intuitive sense, a contradictory relativization is a mini-independence r sult. 
This has not yet been made formally precise, but we believe that it is important to 
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clarify the implications of contradictory relativization. Paniculariy, since so i-lany 
problems in complexity theory have contradictory relativizations. What independence 
is implied from what proof techniques by contradictory relativizations? 
We will return to these problems when we discuss space bounded computations. 
3. Time booDded eompaltaGaEs 
The last few years have been a very exciting and successful time in the development 
of structural complexity theory. New and interesting structural connections have 
been revealed between various complexity classes. New hierarchies have been 
defined and studied to clarify the fine structure of feasible problems below ET, and 
relations between thee hierarchies and the classic polynomial hierarchy have been 
discovered. Some other hierarchies have been shown to collapse and surprising new 
insights have been gained about nondeterministic space bounded computations. 
Furthermore, after a careful study. many of these new results can be obtained by 
quite similar cuunfing or census argurnenrs, which yield a nice unification and deeper 
understanding of structural complexity. We review some of these results in this 
section. 
There are several other interesting developments in structural complexity theory 
which we will not review here [g, 13,27,32,34]. Some very nice new insights have 
emerged from the study of the structure of the sets of complete problems of various 
complexity classes. Some of this work is motivated by the Isomorphism Conjecture 
[3] which expressed belief in a beautifully simple structure of the sets of complete 
problems for NP. The recent work on complete problems for NP and higher 
complexity classes has revealed an unexpeaedly rich structure of some of these 
sets. ‘These problems are far from fully understood and the new results have opened 
an important and interesting area of research. We view the full understanding of 
the structure of sets of complete problems for various complexity classes as one of 
the major challenges for structural complexitv theory. 
To review some of the new developments in more detail, we recall several 
definitions. 
A set S, SE Z*, is sparse if there exists a polynomial p such that 
(Vn) ~{x]]x~~nandx~S}J~p(n). 
A G P* is many-one reduci6le to S if there exists a ptime computable function f 
such that 
(Vx) [x E A-f(x) E S]. 
We write A sz S. 
S is many-one compiere for NP if S is in NP and for all B in NP, B s z S. 
Many results in structural complexity theory are expressed in terms of sparse sets. 
The importance of sparse sets is caused by the ability of p time computations to 
count only up to a polynomial in the length of the input. Therefore, 2s we will see, 
sparse sets play a special role in the study of feasible time limited computations. If 
binary search arguments can be used, then the class ~AT[‘ognl naturally enters 
structural complexity results. 
A very elegant use of a counting argument and sparse sets can be found in 
Mahaney’s proof 1311 of the following result. 
Theorem 3.1 (Mahaney). k’f a sparse set is S:-complete for NP then P= NP. 
If we postulate the existence of a sparse set S such that 
NPr p’, 
then we obtain, under this weaker hypothesis, a less complete collapse of the 
polynomial hierarchy [ 261. 
m 3.2 (Karp, Lipton, Sipser). If S is sparse and N P E Ps then PH c XI. 
This result has been strengthened under stronger assumptions in several ways 
[29,32,46]. If we assume that S is in NP, then by a nice counting argument Kadin 
obtained the optimal result [22]. 
w 33 (Kadin). 1’S is spurs< S in NP and NPE P”, then PHc P’Arl“‘sR1. 
The proof is based on the subtle observation that in O(log n) queries a PA’ 
machine can compute. by binary search, the census function C,(n) for S, which 
gives the exact number of strings in S up to length n. Once G(n) is known, an NP 
machine can recognize x E S, for 1x1 s n, by guessing CJn) strings in S, verifying 
that they are in S and then checking if x is different from all C&n) strings. 
Therefore, any NPs machine (or NpAr machine) can be replaced by an NP 
machine which has the census information, C,(n), and uses as subroutines two NP 
machines for (short) strings in S and S, respectiqdy. But for this machine, with one 
query to S (or SAT), we can determine if it accepts a given string. Thus, with 
O(log n) queries we can accept any f. in Ps”‘. Thus, 
PH c PsAf E PSAtt“‘gn]. 
This proof explicitly relates the depth of the collapse of PH to the density of the 
sparse oracle. For an oracle S in NP with C,(V)Q nk, such that NPc p we have 
pa c pSATOIM-sWl . 
This result is optimal, in the sense that there are relativized worlds in which this 
col!apse is optimal [23, 241. 
The existence of sparse 6’ ,-complete sets for NP forced P= NP. The weaker 
assumptions of NPG p for a sparse set forced PH E Z,’ and if assumed that S IS 
in NP then PH E PSAT[‘+l. W e now explore what additiona! conditions will force 
a complete collapse, P = NP, in the last two results. We recall two results [ 17, 201. 
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Theorem 3.1. E # NE ifl there exists a sparse set S in NP - P. 
Theorem 35. E # ESPACE iff there exist a language with polynomial size circuits in 
PSPACE - P. 
Combining these results with the previous results we obtain the following “down- 
ward collapse” results. 
Theorem 3.6 
(I) (3 sparse S in NP) [NPr P’and E= NE] a P= NP, 
(2) (3 spurses) [NPcP-sand E=NENy a P=NP, 
(3) (3 sparses) [PSPACEsp and E=ESPACE] e P=PSPACE. 
Note: It is not known if E = NE implies E = NE”‘. There exists relativized worlds 
with E = NE, but E f NENP [ 171. 
In analogy with the polynomial hierarchy, two exponential hierarchies have been 
studied and one has been shown to be finite. 
The strong exponential hierarchy, SH, was defined as follows: 
H,E=Il;=E, 
8:. = NE, n:=coNE, 
2:~ NPf-I f n,” = coz:. 
SH= u 2:. 
4 --I 
For example, 
2: = NpNP*‘. 
Quite surprisingly, Hemachandra has shown that this hierarchy is finite [ 161. 
Theorem 3.7 (Hemachandra). NPN’ = PNE and therefore SH = PNE. 
The proof that NPNE = PNE is very similar to Kadin’s proof that a sparse S in NP 
such that NPc_ Ps implies NPNP= p = PSAT(‘*“‘. 
The only difference in the proof is that the oracle A in NE does not have to be 
sparse since we have polynomially many queries to compute its census; i.e., 
CEA’SUSA( n”) is computable by a PNE machine. Since the oracle can perform NE 
computations, it can guess CFNSuSA(r8) many strings in A and verify that it has 
all relevant strings. A pmacbine computes such a machine which uses 
CENSUSA( Then, with one more query, to NE the pmachine determines if 
this machine accepts. For details of this proof see [I I, 411. 
The other exponential hierarchy defined by NE, NENp, NENP”‘, etc., is not known 
to collapse. We know that this hierarchy is infinite iff the polynomial hierarchy is 
infinite when restricted to sparse sets [17]. 
Some related results can be obtained by the similar counting argument. Let PS.4T’! 
denote the set of languages accepted by a p-time machine which can ask one parallel 
query for each input, i.e., the query is a vector of formulas (F,, F2, . . . , F,,,,) and 
the answer is a vector showing which formulas are satisfiable and which are not. 
In [ 161 it is shown that p4”’ = p4rl’0g”t. 
Clearly, this exponential saving in sequential queries over parallel queries is 
heavily dependent on the structure of SAT. This result fails with probability one 
for random oracles [23]. 
A surprising version of this result for constant number of queries (with a much 
harder proof) has been obtained by Beige1 [I]. For all k 2 I, Psnr’A’= PSAr”” “I. 
Next, we consider the Boolean hierarchy and the Query hierarchy. These hier- 
archies gained considerable respectability when Kadin showed that their collapse 
implies that the Polynomial Hierarchy collapses [24]. 
Theorclll3.B (Kadin). Ilfor any k 3 I, PS4rlX1= PSATfht’t then PH E A:. 
The collapse of the BH or QH has a very strong structural implication for NP 
and coNP. The collapse of the hierarchies forces NP and coNP to differ by a sparse 
set only. 
Corolluy 3.9 (Kadin). i’f BH or QH aw finire. rhen rhere exists a sparse set S such 
rhat coNPc Np. 
We can strengthen this to an if and only if result by an additional assumption 
which collapses NP and coNP. 
Theorem 3.10. ]BH] < 00 and 
NEncoNE=NENP a NP=coNP. 
4. spee bonDlIe annpt8tioas 
Space bounded computations have the capability of reusing their tape and to 
count up to exponentially large numbers in the length of the work tape. Both these 
prop&es endow space bounded computations with capabilities which we cannot 
prove for time bouuded computations. It is also interesting to note that time and 
space bounded computations behave differently under relativiration. For properly 
chosen relativization models, deterministic and nondeterministic space cannot be 
separated if 
SPACE[log n] = NSPACE[log n]. 
We will return to this phenomenon later. 
Already Savitch’s result that deterministic and nondetenninistic space is poly- 
nomially related verified a property for space which we do not believe to hold for 
time bounded computations [37, 191. 
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Theorem 4.1 (Savitch). For spxe constructible t( n ) 2 log n 
NSPACE[L(n)]c SPACE[L(n)*]. 
This clearly implies that PSPACE = NPSPACE. On the other hand, we strongly 
believe that P# NP. 
During 1987, several space bounded hierarchies were shown to be finite 
[28, 431. These results were dramatically superseded by simultaneous Immerman 
and Szelepcsenyi proofs that nondeterministic space is closed under complementa- 
tion [21,42]. 
Theorem 4.2 (Immerman, Szelepcsenyi). For space consrrucrible L(n) a log n 
NSPACE[L(n)] = NSPACE[L(n)]. 
Proof outlim We outline the two key ideas of the proof on the special case 
NSPACQn] = coNSPACE[n]. 
The first idea is that if for any NSPACE[n] machine JV another NSPACE[n] 
machine N, could compute for each x the exact number of distinct configurations 
N can reach from x, then an NSPACEjn] machine N’ could recognize L(N). Let 
n, be the number of configurations N(x) can reach. The recognition of L(N) by 
N’ is done as follows: JV’ on x computes n, and then cycles successively through 
all possible sequences that N(x) could reach and checks for each sequence if N(x) 
reaches it. For the right sequence of guesses N(x) will reach n, distinct configurations 
and x is in L(N) iff none of these configurations is an accepting configuration of N. 
The proof that the number of reachable configurations is NSPACE[ n] computable 
is shown by induction on the number of steps to reach a configuration. Let d, be 
the number of configurations reached by N(x) in f steps. We will describe N, which 
computes d,. Clearly, d, is easily computable. Given d,, N, will successively check 
for each sequence if it can be reached in one step from one of the d, configurations 
reached in t steps. To do this, for each target sequence y. N, tries to guess successively 
d, configurations reachable from x in t steps, and tries to verify that they are so 
reachable. If d, such sequences are found and y is not reachable from ;any of them 
in one step, then go the next target sequence, if y is reachable, add one to the d,+, 
counter and go to the next y. Combining both results we obtain that NSPACE[n] = 
NSPACE[ nj. Cl 
It is quite surprising that this important result with such an elegant proof remained 
unsolved for over 20 years, in spite of considerable interest in this area. In retrospect, 
it seems that few people expected nondeterministic space to be closed under 
complementation and that we just did not fully realize the power of “counting” in 
this context. It also seems that the dieiculty of separating complexity classes and 
the contradictory relativixation results hinting that these problems are very hard, 
shied people away from serious effort to solve this and other separation problems. 
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It is ironic that an attempt to relativize this problem could have reverted that I: 
is not hiding behind possible contradictory relativizations and thus could be expected 
to be solvable by known techniques. In the following, we discuss relativization of 
space bounded computations. We are interested in what relativization says about 
space bounded computations and vice versa. 
There are several options for the access mechanism to the oracle for space bounded 
computations [30,36]. For deterministic and nondeterministic log( n ) space bounded 
computations, we can allow both types of machines to use an additional one-way- 
write-only oracle tape on which they can write nA-long queries. For brevity, denote 
the corresponding language classes by LOGA and NLOGA. respectively. 
It is easily shown that 
LOGS NLOGG P. 
But using a straightforward Baker-Gill-Solovay oracle construction [Z. 30). one 
can corstruct an oracle A such that 
NLOGA g p”. 
Similarly, we can construct oracles B and C which for this model of relativixation 
invalidate Savitch’s result 
NLOGe g SPACE’ [(log(n))‘] 
as well as the Immerman-Szelepenyi result. 
NLOGC‘ # NLOG“. 
To avoid these anomalies, another somewhat artificial oracle access mechanism 
was defined in [36]. In this model, there is again an additional one-way-write-only 
oracle tape, but it is required that the computation of the oracle query is done 
deterministically by both types of maci:ines. Denote the corresponding language 
classes by LOGD’A’ and NLOGD’A’. Ilon 00th types of machines can, for any given 
input, query only polynomially many strings in A and the above anomalies are 
avoided. On the other hand, when we consider linear tape bounds, this model 
permits queries exponentially long in the input length and looks attificial. 
Finally, the simplest and most natural oracle access mechanism is to limit the 
oracle queries to the length of the work tape. Denote the corresponding language 
classes by LOGStA’ and NLOGS”‘. In this model, the nondeterministic machines 
can use nondeterministically computed queries. 
The one objection to this model is that there exist oracles A such that A is not 
in NLOGS’A’, since only log(n) long queries are possible on inputs of length n. 
This anomaly disappears for linear and larger tape bounds. 
In the following we will show that, quite surprisingly, the D( * ) and S( - ) models 
of relativization behave very similarly when we deal with the possibility of separating 
deterministic and nondeterministic space bounded classes. 
In [44] it was shown that 
LOG = NLOG a (VA) [LOGD’A’ = NLOGD’A’]. 
This is a generalization of a result in [39] and later in 1353. A later publicatiorr 
of this resdit cdn also be found in 1251. 
Our extensions of this result are summarized in the following two theorems [ 151. 
Tkv;m 4.3. FCW space consrrucfible L( n) 3 log(n), 
LOG = NLOG 
a (VL(n), A) [SPACES’A’L[t!.)]= NSPACES’“‘[L(n)]] 
e (VL(n), A) [SPACE”‘A’L[L(ri)] = NSPACED’“‘iL(n)!]. 
To outline the proof of this theorem, we recall a few definitions and results. 
Let GAY represent the set of directed graphs with an IN and OUT node such 
that there is a directed path from IN to OUT. The foilow;ng was obseced in [37]. 
Lemma 4A (Savitch). GAP is comp/efe for NLOG under log( n )-space bounded 
reducrions. 
Rumf. Clearly, GAP is in NLOG. To see that A in NLOG can be reduced to GAP, 
!c; L.i N) = A, where N is an NLOG machine. For any x, we will construct a directed 
graph, G~.N, polynomialiy large in the size of x, such that x E A iff GrN E GAP. The 
nodes of the graph are the configurations of N: the state of the machine, the content 
of the work tape and the head positions on the input tape and work tape. There is 
a directed edge from node a to node b iff there is a legal lnove from configuration 
a to confipuratiirn 6 when N is working on input x. Note that x is not reprwnted 
in the configurations, only the single symbol read by the input head. 
Clearly, there are only polynomially many different configurations for N on x in 
the length of x and the graph can be computed by a deterministic log(n)-space 
bounded machine from input x (and printed on a one-way output tape). x is in 
L(N) iff there is a directed path in G,, from the “starting” node to the unique 
“accepting” node or from the IN to the OUT node. 0 
We now show that in the S( - ) model and D( - ) model an oracle cannot separate 
LOG from NLOG if LOG = NLOG. 
Lemma 4.5 (Wilson). LOG = NLOG a (VA) [ LOGS’A’ = NLOGS’A’]. 
Proof. (e) This part of the proof is obvious when we set A -7 C. 
(a) If LOG = NLOG then GAP is in LOG. We now show that an S(A) oracle 
computation cannot do any harm. For an NStA’( x computation we can again ) 
compute a directed graph of configurations, which are augmented by the query tape 
(of length log()xl)) and transitions for both YES and NO oracle answers are included 
and so labeled. Again, NSIA’ accepts iff there is a path in this graph from the IN 
to the OUT nodes using the correct YES and NO edges as determined by A. 
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Since LOG = NLOG, a LOGSIA’ machine can recognize such graphs. The deter- 
ministic machine proceeds as a deterministic GAP recognizer and consults its oracle 
on the query edges tg decide which edges are legally present in the graph, as the 
computation demands. Therefore, 
LOG StA*= NLOGs’A’_ q 
The same proof works for the D( - ) relativization model used originally by Wilson. 
This proof fails for the unrestricted oracle access mechanism in which a NLOGA 
machine can query exponentisily many strings in A, while the LOG’ machine can 
query only polynomially many strings. 
Next we extend this result to higher deterministic and nondeterminisic tape 
bounded classes. Not to obscure the simplicity (or elegance) of these ideas, we 
discuss only the linearly bounded tape classes. With a few .echnical details, the 
same proof can be used for a!i other space consttictible bounds t( n ) 5 log( n ). 
lemma 4.6. LOG = NLOG + (VA) [SPACES”A’[n] = NSPACE”‘A’[n]]. 
Proof. Let the linearly space bounded machines again have a read only input tape. 
a linearly bounded read-write work tape and a separate linearly bounded oracle tape. 
Given a nondeterministic n-space bounded machine VF’A’ and input x, we 
construct an NLOGS’A’ machine IV::: such that IV:‘.” accepts x iff N;\;:t’ accepts 
X# ” -‘ri. By the previous lemma we know that for IV:::’ there exists an equivalent 
deterministic log(n)-space bounded machine Mzi,:‘. But then there exists a deter- 
ministic linear-space bounded machine Mz:,:’ equivalent to NFA’. Thus, 
SPACE”‘A’[n] = NSPACES’A’[n]. 0 
The same proof extends to all space constructible L(n) Z= log(n) as well as to the 
D(A) model, but not to the unrestricted oracle access model. 
Theo- 4.7. [f LOG # N LOG then for all space consttictible L( n ) 3 n there exi-rt 
oracles A and B such that 
SPACE”‘A’[L(n)] = NSPACE”‘A’[L(n)], 
SPACES’A’[L(n)]= NSPACES’A’[L(n)]. 
SPACED”‘[f(n)] # NSPACED’*‘[L(n)], 
SPACES”‘[ L( n)] f NSPACES”‘[f (n )]. 
Roof. To illustrate the proof technique, we consider linearly space bounded compu- 
tations for the S( - ) model of relativization. We will show that 
LOG # NLOG a (3A) [SPACES’A’[n] f NSPACES’A’[n]]. 
We cr,n think of linear-space bounded oracle machines as log(n)-space bounded 
machines whose input is given by the oracle. In particular, the oracle A will contain 
directed graphs with IN and OUT nodes. Since the query is linearly bounded, these 
machines on input 1” can query the oracle about edges in these graphs for aode 
descriptions up to size n. Clearly, this is equivalent to a log(n)-space bounded 
machine with the same graph presented on the input tape. Since we assume that 
LOG # NLOG, this permits us to construct an A such that 
A = { 1”. i (ZIG,) [the node description Es of size n,, 
the edge set of G, is in A and G, is in GAP]} 
A E NSPACFS’A’[n] - SPACES”‘[n]. 
In the construction of A, to insure that the description of the G,s do not interfere 
with each other, we pick a sufficiently rapidly growing sequence of integers n, < n, < 
n,<**-. For each n, we choose a graph Gi with node description size n, which 
witnesses that the ith LOG machine cattoot accept GAP. Thus, 
G, in f.( 0,) CJ G, not in GAP 
and therefore 
A E NSPACE”‘A’[n]-SPACES’A’[n]. 
Observe that the same oracle also separates NSPACE”“‘[n ] from SPACE”‘A’[n] 
on the same language A provided that we made the gaps between n, and n,,, 
sufficiently large so that on input l”~ the graph G.,, cannot be accessed (even if the 
D(A)-oracle access mechanism allows 2”. long queries). 




The above results clearly point out that under relativization the deterministic and 
nondeterministic space bounded computations behave completely different from 
the corresponding time bounded computations. This suggests that the 
LOG f NLOG 
problem may be solvable by known techniques. The recent Immerman-Szelepcsenyi 
success of showing NLOG = NLOG, similarly suggests that the space bounded 
computations may be easier to understand. We believe that it is an opportune rime 
to renew an attack on the LOG 8 NLOG problem. It is probably simpler than the 
P 2 NP problem. 
On the other hand, if LOG f NLOG then there exist oracles which collapse and 
oracles which separate the higher (L( n) 2 n) deterministic and nondeterministic 
space bounded classes. This leads to the strange possibility that the proof of 
LOG# NLOG could be achieved by known proof techniques, but because of the 
contradictory relativization (even in the S( - )-model) the 
SPACE[ n] 2 NSPACE[ n] 
problem would not be so solvable. 
Recall that 
LOG # NLOG m GAP n3t in LOG. 
On the other hand, NSPACE[n] and SPACE[n] are different if and only if LOG 
and NLOG can be separated on a sparse, easily computable subset of GAP. To see 
this, observe that any NSPACE[n] computation can also be described by a graph 
in GAP, except that this graph has nodes with description size n (as determined by 
the configurations of n-space bounded machine) and that the graph is computable 
from the input x, Ix]= n, and the machine description. The graph is exponentially 
larger than Ix]_ To make this precise, let M, oe a standard univeral TM and define 
[I41 
KSllogln), log(n)] = bl(3y) [lyl s Wlxl) 
and M,(y) =x is computed on log(lxl) tape]}. 
Since the computation graphs for nondeterministic n-space bounded machines are 
computable from N and the input in log space (in the size of the resulting graph), 
we obtain the following. 
Lemma 48. SPACE[n] f NSPACE[n] e GAPn KS[log(n), log(n)]E LOG. 
Thus, SPACE[n] # NSPACE[n] if and only if NLOG and LOG may be separated 
on the sparse set of graphs in GAP which can be quickly computed from exponen- 
tially shorter descriptions. 
As stated earlier, it may be that NLOG # LOG and that this can be proved by 
known techniques, but that the proof does not extend to linearly space bounded 
computations. That is, the separation of LOG from NLOG may net be easily provable 
on the sparse set 
GAPn KS[log( n), log(n)]. 
92 J. HorImunis 
This, fLr example, couid happen if one could prove that NLOG and LOG differ 
on random graphs. Since random graphs are not compressible, this proof would 
not directly extend to a separation of NSPACE[n] from SPACE[n]. 
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